


BIG Data



Big data
isn’t just about lakes



….its also about raging 
torrents of data



Live data is flowing by and 
value is slipping away
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The Hotel Problem
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FRUSTATED?





USE YOUR DATA TO YOUR ADVANTAGE TO …  

• Analyse all data sources with one system in one visual format.

• Combine data from different sources.

• See the what’s important for you wherever, whenever.

• Set automatic alarms for events you want to know about. 

• Communicate tasks from different data sources to your staff.

• Implement new applications right away.



































SnapShot Marketplace

Start Today

Turn your data into actionable insights

Your Data, Available.

Turn your data into actionable insights with
quick reporting and data aggregation on all 

PMS and non-PMS data.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yv_GsX56k9A&feature=youtu.be


SnapShot Marketplace

Yo u r  D a t a ,  A v a i l a b l e .

SnapShot On Demand ensures that all your data is securely stored in 
accordance with global data processing agreements and is affordable, at a 
fraction of the cost of traditional enterprise data warehousing solutions.

Tame your Data Manage Multiple Properties Connect BI ToolsInstant Access Build Your Own



Tame Your Data

Transform your data from an inaccessible mess into something 

actionable and meaningful. 

SnapShot On Demand normalizes all PMS 

and non-PMS data and allows you to clean 

up segments, rooms and rate plans across 

all properties for accurate reporting and 

faster decision making.



Manage Multiple Properties

Get access to aggregated PMS and 

non-PMS data from multiple properties 

across multiple PMSs, brands and 

regions. Plus, with multi-property 

segment mapping, you can get a clear 

comparison of how all properties 

perform.

Make use of all your data



Instant Data

Get access to aggregated PMS data from 
multiple properties across multiple PMSs, 

brands and regions. Plus, with multi-property 
segment mapping, you can get a clear 

comparison of how all properties perform.

Next level analytics for your hotel.

Analyze and export data 

immediately to become 

your own data scientist.



Instant Access

Get access to aggregated PMS data from 
multiple properties across multiple PMSs, 

brands and regions. Plus, with multi-property 
segment mapping, you can get a clear 

comparison of how all properties perform.

All data is available at your fingertips for quick report generation and 

data mining with On Demand Report 

Analyze and export 

data immediately 

to become your own 

data scientist.



Connect to BI Tools

Get access to aggregated PMS data from 
multiple properties across multiple PMSs, 

brands and regions. Plus, with multi-property 
segment mapping, you can get a clear 

comparison of how all properties perform.

Import and visualize your data in BI tools like Tableau,

Power BI or any custom interface that you build. Drag and 

drop data sets to find correlations, track trends and anticipate 

the future. Act on these insights to better serve your 

guests and generate more revenue.



Build Your Own

Get access to aggregated PMS data from 
multiple properties across multiple PMSs, 

brands and regions. Plus, with multi-property 
segment mapping, you can get a clear 

comparison of how all properties perform.

Develop your own dashboard and applications using SnapShot's API. 

IT teams
developers 

Personalized
Dashboard/APPS

With SnapShot On Demand, IT teams, developers and 

even 3rd party consultants can access, analyze and 

build quickly, without going through complex approval 

and getting-access procedures.



Affordable and Secure 

Get access to aggregated PMS data from 
multiple properties across multiple PMSs, 

brands and regions. Plus, with multi-property 
segment mapping, you can get a clear 

comparison of how all properties perform.

Have a secure storage space for all 

your data at a fraction of the cost of 

traditional data warehouse as a 

service (DHWaaS) solutions so that 

you can avoid big investments into 

complicated data infrastructure and 

save costs on time-consuming IT 

development solutions.



API 

ACCESS

Reporting

SnapShot On Demand normalizes all PMS data and 

allows you to clean up segments, rooms and rate plans 

across all properties so that you.

Sydney Berlin
New York

Develop your own dashboard and applications using 

SnapShot's API. With SnapShot On Demand, IT teams, 

developers and even 3rd party consultants can access, 

analyze and build quickly, without going through complex 

approval and getting-access procedures.

Hong Kong

Build your own

Connect
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For more info contact

contact@snapshot.travel


